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       Trance is a very emotional and uplifting form of dance music. It appeals
to many people in this way having such a strong connection with
emotions. It makes people happy and ready to party. 
~Tiesto

Love comes again  Just when I've broken down I found  Love can come
again  You've got to believe that. 
~Tiesto

Since I was a kid, I always felt the need to share the music I love with
as many people as possible, and DJing seemed like the perfect outlet. 
~Tiesto

They say learning to love yourself, Is the first step, That you take when
you want to be real... 
~Tiesto

I like a challenge. I need to feel passionate about something. If I'm not
passionate about it, I can't stand it. It has to feel real. DJ'ing, touring,
charity work - anything. 
~Tiesto

I heard 'Get Lucky'; it's just not my taste. It's great what Daft Punk does
and the sound quality is great, but that whole disco vibe is not really my
thing. 
~Tiesto

I got involved in 2003, 2004, with a company called Dance4Life out of
Holland. 
~Tiesto

In the end of 2012 no one looks back on this year and remembers the
nights they got plenty of sleep 
~Tiesto
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No more hellfires and please no more gunfire. 
~Tiesto

I integrate music from all over the world in my sets, harmony is what my
music and life are built upon. 
~Tiesto

DJs are the new rock stars. 
~Tiesto

If you remix, people want to tap into your sound. If you keep that to
yourself it makes the sound more special. 
~Tiesto

At the end of the '90s and into 2000, electronic music was still an
underground phenomenon, especially in America. 
~Tiesto

I like 'Elle' magazine. I love things online, like when all the big brands
have a fashion show, I like to see the new collections. 
~Tiesto

I love playing FIFA on my PlayStation! 
~Tiesto

A 'Magik' session is a journey through different stages of emotions and
the 'Search for Sunrise' is more chilling music for when you come home
after a party or when you are just about to go to one. 
~Tiesto

I think I'm commercial underground. I'm not commercial in the way that
people consider 'pop,' but I'm not underground in the way that people
consider that. either. I am just a cool guy. 
~Tiesto
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I spend a lot of time talking to young and emerging producers on
Twitter, feeding back thoughts and encouraging them. 
~Tiesto

It [our best show] was this year, the 7th of January in Eilat, Israel; 6,000
people in the desert going absolutely mad! 
~Tiesto

I think I am example for our scene, so I have to be an example for the
rest. 
~Tiesto

There's an amazing intimate feeling in a small club but an insane rush
playing a stadium or festival. 
~Tiesto

I love suits, but onstage it's too hot. So, I like a nice T-shirt! 
~Tiesto

Sigur Ros make beautiful music. Bloc Party are fantastic and exciting
and innovative. 
~Tiesto

I listen to all kinds of music, but I really like deep house. 
~Tiesto

I was only interested in music, but I spent so much time in the clubs
and seeing fashions change. So naturally, I developed an interest in it. 
~Tiesto

It will be great to have a fashion career during and after my DJ career. 
~Tiesto

I love to produce a track and then play it for the crowd; that's the
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biggest kick for me! 
~Tiesto
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